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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by: OQL Committee 
For use in: Week 3 matches played 19/05/2021 

Correct as of: 18/05/21 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a In 1814, eight people were tragically killed in London when a vat burst, releasing over 100,000 gallons of what 
substance onto the streets? 

BEER 

1b Based on the Starkweather murders, the 1973 historical crime drama Badlands, starring Martin Sheen and Sissy 
Spacek, was the directorial debut of which American film-maker? 

Terrence MALICK 

2a Originally dedicated to Napoleon Bonaparte, Beethoven's Third Symphony is often known by what six-letter 
name? 

EROICA 

2b Which geological era was made up of the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods? MESOZOIC Era 

3a The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters is No. 43 in which collection of 80 etchings and aquatints by Francisco 
Goya that depicted the follies of the Spanish society in which he lived? 

Los CAPRICHOS (“the 
CAPRICES”) 

3b Most cells in the human body contain 23 pairs of what structures, which carry most of an individual's genetic 
material? 

CHROMOSOMES 

4a Which condiment is in the name of the 'Colonel' in the classic board game Cluedo? MUSTARD 

4b Sharing its name with a town on the French Riviera, which spray tan and bronzer brand launched the 2009 Skin 
Smart campaign for stricter regulations on commercial sunbed use in the UK? As part of a promotion, 3 gallons of 
their fake tan were used by performers and VIPs at the 2009 Brit Awards and V Festival. 

ST TROPEZ 

 

 
 
 
 



Round 2 

  1a Who was the first Dutch darts player to win the BDO World Darts Championship? He won the tournament 4 times, 
before winning the PDC World Championship in 2007. 

Raymond VAN 
BARNEVELD 

1b In the 10th century CE, the Persian astronomer Abd al-Rahman al-Sufi made the first recorded observation of what 
galaxy, the closest major galaxy to the Milky Way? It's named for the constellation in which it appears. 

ANDROMEDA Galaxy 

2a Which 1967 David Hockney painting depicts a large Californian house with a swimming pool in the foreground? 
The painting shares its name with a 2015 Luca Guadagnino film. 

A BIGGER SPLASH 

2b Which actor, who played the character of Mr Pink in the 1992 film Reservoir Dogs, starred as Enoch 'Nucky' 
Thompson in the HBO TV series Boardwalk Empire? 

Steve BUSCEMI 

3a The song "I'll Be There for You" by The Rembrandts was famously used as the theme tune for which US TV sitcom? FRIENDS 

3b Marketed in the UK and Ireland with the slogan "How do you eat yours?", which Cadbury's confection consists of a 
chocolate shell containing inner white and yellow fondant to mimic albumen and a yolk? 

CREME EGG 

4a Grace Darling is remembered chiefly for helping to rescue survivors of the wreck of which ship in 1838? FORFARSHIRE 

4b In coastal engineering, what name of Old French origin is given to a rigid structure built out into the sea that 
interrupts water flow and limits the movement of sediment? 

GROYNE 

 
 
 
 
 



Round 3 

1a Which British band, influential on the post-punk movement, released the 1977 debut studio album Pink Flag? WIRE 

1b Rocky Mountain National Park can be found in which US state? COLORADO 

2a In the 5th century BCE, Athens fought the Peloponnesian War against an alliance led by which Greek city-state? SPARTA 

2b With a single pedestal leg and curved, flower-like seat, the iconic Tulip chair was the work of which architect, whose 
many works in the USA include the TWA Flight Centre at John F. Kennedy International Airport? 

Eero SAARINEN 

3a Which Brentford striker, who they signed from Peterborough in the summer of 2020, was the top scorer in the 
2020-21 EFL Championship season? 

Ivan TONEY 

3b Similar to Love Island, which controversial MTV reality show, first screened in 2014, features cast members 
forming relationships while on holiday, only for their former partners to be introduced to the proceedings? 

EX ON THE BEACH 

4a The Pantheon in Rome contains a famous example of what type of building, with a name derived from the Italian 
for "round", that has a circular ground plan, often covered by a dome? 

ROTUNDA 

4b [NOTE TO READER: 'ethyne' rhymes with 'nine'] The chemical compound with formula C2H2, which contains a 
carbon-to-carbon triple bond, has the systematic name of 'ethyne'. What is its more common name, which is still 
officially recommended for everyday use? 

ACETYLENE 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Round 4 

1a Written while she was in hiding with her family during Nazi occupation, The Diary of a Young Girl is a book of 
writings by which Jewish teenager? 

Anne FRANK 

1b A viral internet challenge, in which participants post footage of themselves ingesting a spoonful of ground spice 
without the aid of water, has resulted in multiple emergency department visits for breathing problems. What is the 
name of this challenge, which featured on TV series including Big Brother and Family Guy? 

CINNAMON challenge 

2a Which medium pace bowler took the winning wicket for England in the 2017 Women's Cricket World Cup Final? 
In 2018 she became the first woman to appear on the cover of 'Wisden Cricketers Almanack'. 

Anya SHRUBSOLE 

2b Which German naturalist gives his name to an extinct 'sea cow', a much larger relative of manatees and dugongs, 
which grew to over 9 metres in length? It was hunted to extinction within 27 years of its discovery in the 18th century. 

Georg Wilhelm STELLER 

3a What name is given to the series of spontaneous demonstrations that began on June 28, 1969 following a police raid 
on the namesake bar in Greenwich Village in New York? The event is considered one of the most important moments 
in American LGBT history. 

STONEWALL riots / 
rebellion / uprising 

3b What fanciful three-word phrase is traditionally written on maps to denote unexplored and potentially dangerous 
areas, in reference to a medieval practice of illustrating such areas with fearsome creatures? Contrary to popular belief, 
little evidence exists that this phrase itself was commonly used in medieval times. 

HERE BE DRAGONS 
(accept HERE ARE 
DRAGONS or HIC SUNT 
DRACONES) 

4a Consisting of three sisters with the forenames Este, Danielle, and Alana, which band from Los Angeles was 
nominated for the Grammy Award for Album of the Year in 2021 for their album Women in Music Pt. III? 

HAIM 

4b Which hugely popular TV sitcom, which originally ran between 1994 and 2000, was based in a fictional 
Oxfordshire village with most of the action taking place around St Barnabas Church? 

The VICAR OF DIBLEY 



HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
Round 5 

1a Viewed nowadays as a visual protest against the Second of May Uprising, which series of 82 prints by Francisco 
Goya were created between 1810 and 1820, but were not published until 1863, thirty-five years after his death? 

The DISASTERS OF WAR 
(“Los DESASTRES DE LA 
GUERRA”) 

1b Which geological era, the current geological era, has so far been made up of the Paleogene, Neogene and Quaternary 
[qua-TER-nuh-ree] periods? 

CENOZOIC Era 

2a Which fruit is in the name of the 'Professor' in the classic board game Cluedo? PLUM 

2b Famed for its cinematography, for which it won an Academy Award, which 1978 romantic period drama starring 
Richard Gere and Brooke Adams was director Terrence Malick's second feature film? 

DAYS OF HEAVEN 

3a In 1919, 21 people were tragically killed in Boston when a storage tank burst, releasing over 2 million gallons of what 
substance onto the streets? 

MOLASSES (accept 
TREACLE) 

3b Eugene Schueller, a keen sailor and the founder of L'Oreal, invented which brand of suntan lotions and 
sunscreens with a two word name? It is now sold under L'Oreal's Garnier brand. 

AMBRE SOLAIRE 

4a Inspired by many of his outings in nature, Beethoven's Sixth Symphony is often known by what eight-letter name? PASTORAL 

4b In eukaryotic organisms such as humans, genetic material is primarily housed in which large structure within the 
cell? It is commonly described as the central command centre of the cell, and is notably absent in prokaryotic 
organisms. 

NUCLEUS 

 

 
 



 
Round 6 

1a Who was the second Dutch darts player to win the PDC World Darts Championship? He has won the title three 
times, most recently in 2019. 

Michael VAN GERWEN 

1b Abd al-Rahman al-Sufi made the first recorded observation of a true example of what astronomical objects, 
consisting of giant clouds of dust and gas? The 'Horsehead' and 'Crab' are famous examples of these objects. 

NEBULA (accept a more 
specific answer containing 
nebula) 

2a Danny Elfman, singer-songwriter of Oingo Boingo and frequent collaborator with Tim Burton, composed the theme 
tune for which long-running animated US TV sitcom? 

The SIMPSONS 

2b Consisting of a two-tone outer chocolate egg with an inner yellow toy-containing plastic egg, which confectionery 
product was launched by Italian company Ferrero in 1974? 

KINDER SURPRISE or 
KINDER EGG 

3a A 1971 David Hockney painting depicts fashion designers Ossie Clark and Celia Birtwell and their cat. Although the 
cat was actually called Blanche, what name is it given in the title of the painting? 

PERCY 

3b Which actor, who played the character of Mr Orange in the 1992 film Reservoir Dogs, starred as Dr. Cal Lightman in 
the Fox TV series Lie To Me? 

Tim ROTH 

4a In which island group in the north of England did Grace Darling's rescue of survivors from the Forfarshire take 
place? 

FARNE Islands (do not 
accept Lindisfarne) 

4b Groynes prevent beach erosion caused by which geological process, that sees the movement of sediment along a 
coast by waves which approach at an angle to the shore? A two-word answer is required. 

LONGSHORE DRIFT 
(accept LITTORAL DRIFT) 

 
 



 
Round 7 

1a In the 3rd and 2nd centuries BCE, Rome fought the Punic Wars against which city-state in modern-day Tunisia? CARTHAGE 

1b With a cocoon-shaped, swivelling seat, the Egg chair was designed by which Danish architect for the SAS Royal 
Hotel in Copenhagen? He was also the architect of St Catherine's College in Oxford. 

Arne JACOBSEN 

2a The Shwedagon in Yangon, Myanmar, is a famous example of what type of building, with a tiered tower structure 
derived from that of the stupa? They are common throughout many parts of Asia, including China and Japan. 

PAGODA 

2b [NOTE TO READER: Make the last syllable of methaNAL clear - we are not talking about methaNOL. Also, it's a 
letter O at the end of the formula, not a zero] 
The chemical compound with formula CH2O, which contains a carbon-to-oxygen double bond, has the systematic 
name of 'methanal'. What is its more common name, which is still officially recommended for everyday use? 

FORMALDEHYDE 

3a Which American band, influential on the punk movement, released the 1980 debut studio album Fresh Fruit for 
Rotting Vegetables? 

DEAD KENNEDYS 

3b Yosemite National Park can be found in which US state? CALIFORNIA 

4a Which Argentinian Norwich City midfielder was named player of the season for the 2020-21 EFL Championship 
season? 

Emiliano BUENDIA 

4b Described as a cross between Big Brother and Catfish, which Channel 4 reality show involved contestants all living 
in individual flats within the same complex and competing against each other for ratings via social media? The third 
series aired in 2021, following which it was announced that the show had been cancelled. 

The CIRCLE 

 
 
 



 
Round 8 

1a Having the forenames Austin Richard, which rapper, raised in Texas, was nominated for the Grammy Award for 
Album of the Year in 2021 for his album Hollywood's Bleeding? 

POST MALONE 

1b Which hugely popular TV sitcom, which ran between 2001 and 2003, was based in the administration department 
of fictional Slough paper merchants Wernham Hogg? 

The OFFICE 

2a Who was the American politician and LGBT campaigner who was assassinated in San Francisco in November 1978 
by the disgruntled former city supervisor Dan White? Sean Penn starred as this man in a 2008 film about his life. 

Harvey MILK 

2b Named for a Flemish geographer and cartographer, what name is given to the cylindrical map projection, first 
produced in 1569, that became the standard map projection for navigation? Areas far away from the equator appear 
disproportionately large on this projection . 

MERCATOR projection 

3a Which hard-hitting batter was the England wicket-keeper in the 2017 Women's Cricket World Cup Final? In 
2021, she was named the wicketkeeping coach for the Sussex men's team. 

Sarah TAYLOR 

3b Which German-born New Zealand explorer gives his name to an extinct species of eagle, the largest eagle known to 
have existed, which preyed on the flightless moa of the South Island of New Zealand? It disappeared in around 1400 
after the moa was hunted to extinction. 

Julius von HAAST 

4a Chronicling his early life and his time spent in prison, Long Walk to Freedom is an autobiography written by which 
South African anti-apartheid leader? 

Nelson MANDELA 

4b Named for a Proctor and Gamble laundry product, which challenge went viral in 2017 as teenagers uploaded videos 
of themselves eating brightly coloured detergent packets? The challenge was inspired by incidents in which the packets 
had been disastrously mistaken for sweets by young children and dementia sufferers. 

TIDE POD challenge 
(prompt on TIDE) 

 



 
Spares 

1 Which brand of sunscreen originated in 1938, when Swiss chemistry student Franz Greiter got sunburned whilst 
mountain climbing on the Swiss-Austrian border? His product took the name of the mountain in the Silvretta Alps 
which he was climbing at the time. 

PIZ BUIN 

2 Coming in a wide variety of flavours, including Alpine Milk, Marzipan and Cornflakes, which 100g square German 
chocolate bar, subdivided into 16 squares, takes its name in part from the family-owned company that produces it? 

RITTER SPORT 

3 What American furniture company, responsible for developing moulded stacking furniture and a classic luxury 
leather and plywood swivel chair and ottoman, was named after its married-couple designers Charles and Ray? 

EAMES (Office) 

4 Started by comedian Shiggy in June 2018, which Instagram dance challenge, named for a 2018 single by Drake, 
took a dangerous turn when people filmed themselves performing on busy roads, resulting in serious injury, robbery, 
fines and tripping in potholes? 

IN MY FEELINGS Challenge 
(accept KIKI or KEKE 
challenge) 

5 Founded in 1920, what British furniture company perfected wood steam-bending for the mass production of 
stackable furniture, the Windsor collection of elm tables and chairs, and the 1956 chair-come-occasional bed, the 
Studio Couch? The company's 5 letter name is based on the surname of its Italian founder, who had the forename 
Lucian. 

ERCOL (after Lucian 
Ercolani) 

 


